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economical cost (mostly due to the test duration), have
motivated the search for methods allowing the early prediction of the test [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. The aim of these methods has often
been to give a measurement, taken from an easily available cardiac signal such as heart rate (HR) or blood pressure (BP), which predicts the result of the test. Despite all
efforts, no practical system has been implemented to date
for early prediction of tilt test outcome. Even more, some
recent studies have questioned the actual predictive value
of some of the formerly proposed parameters [21].
The main objective of this study is to benchmark the
predictive value of literature proposed parameters over a
wide database, and to evaluate the potential incremental
prediction of machine learning techniques.

Abstract
The tilt test is a valuable clinical tool for the diagnosis
of Vasovagal Syncope. No practical system has been implemented to predict the tilt test outcome at the beginning
in the procedure. Our objective was to evaluate and
benchmark, over a sufficient database, the predictive performance of the proposed parameters in the literature.
We analyzed a database of 727 consecutive cases of tilt
test. Previously proposed features were measured from
heart rate and systolic/diastolic pressure, in several representative signal segments. A support vector machine
(SVM) was used to predict the test outcome with the
available features. Also the inclusion of additional physiological signals (impedance) was intended to improve the
performance. The predictive performance of the nonlinearly combined previously proposed features was limited
(p<0.03 and area under ROC curve 0.57±0.12), especially in the beginning of the test, which is the most clinically
relevant period. The improvement with additional available physiological information and SVM was limited (area
under ROC curve 0.59±0.22). We conclude that the existing methods for tilt test outcome prediction knowledge
should be considered with caution.

2.

We analyzed 14 methods reported in literature [3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 17, 18, 20]. Out of these 14 articles, only 9 containing VVS prediction were eligible for
implementation and comparison [3, 4, 6, 10, 11, 13, 15,
18, 20].

2.1.
1.

Methods

Database and TTT protocol

Introduction
A structured database was built from a representative
and extensive TTT records catalogue. These records included the physiological signals registered during indicated tests performed for clinical reasons from 1998 to 2007.
The database comprised 727 cases from Universitary
Hospital Virgen de la Arrixaca of Murcia (Spain). The
database incorporated all clinical information and signals
recorded using the Task Force Monitor©. All signals
were imported, structured, and pre-processed, using addhoc developed software using MatLab© platform. The
code included a user friendly interface for researchers
(MDs and engineers) to interact with the system using a
visual front-end. The computational process generated,
starting from the imported raw data, the signals representation, and R-R sampled data records of the following

Vasovagal Syncope (VVS) is a frequent symptom, corresponding to 3-5% of all hospital emergencies, and
counting for almost 1-3% of admissions. Approximately
20% of adult population has suffered at least one syncopal or pre-syncopal event [1]. Tilt Table Test (TTT) is
today the most widely used tool to diagnose patients with
unknown origin syncope, becoming the standard for this
disorder. In summary, TTT induces orthostatic stress that
reflects the patient's susceptibility to syncope [2], and to
investigate the potential mechanism of this loss of consciousness.
The long duration (up to one hour) required by TTT, in
addition to patient discomfort for being exposed to a
syncopal (or pre-syncopal) event, together with the high
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signals: HR, Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP), Diastolic BP
(DBP), RR interval (RRI), CEV (Cardiac Stroke Volume), Stroke Volume Index, Cardiac Output, and Cardiac
Index, among others.
The Italian protocol was applied to all patients. TTT
was performed in a comfortable, temperature controlled
and quiet room. Patients were asked not to eat two hours
before the test. After 10 minutes of supine rest, subject
was tilted head-up to 60º without drug administration. In
the case of no symptoms after 20 minutes, nitro-glycerine
sublingual spray was administered (400 µg) as an inductor-drug. Fifteen minutes after drug administration or
earlier if the syncope was reproduced, the TT was considered ended. Carotid sinus massage was applied one minute before tilt and just after tilt.

2.2.

2.4.

The learning procedure using SVM was proposed by
Vapnik [24] as a method for building separating hyperplanes with maximum margin in possibly nonlinearly
separable data, by using Mercer's kernels. This technique
has its theoretical foundations on the information transformation into a new space, called Reproducing Kernel
Hilbert Space (RKHS), where the samples of two different classes can be linearly classified. The problem consists therein in a minimization of classification and margin loss, combined with margin maximization. These pattern recognition techniques have shown excellent performance in a number of practical applications, especially in
terms of generalization capabilities, such as handwritten
character recognition, 3-dimensional object recognition,
or remote sensing [25, 26].
In our study, soft-outputs computed for every method
were used as input for the statistical learning machines
(SVM) in order to enhance the classification capability to
validate the models proposed by authors.

Processing

Prior to any processing of recorded signals, preprocessing for noise reduction was applied. The database
was subject to direct visual inspection analysis from a
trained researcher. All signals not containing valid information were eliminated. The researchers proceeded to
manually and semi-automatically remove ectopic beats
and their effects on recorded signals. Finally all signals
were properly segmented for further processing. Ad-hoc
code for signal processing was developed to follow as
tightly as possible the methodology described by authors.
Sensitivity (SEN), Specificity (SPE), Positive Predictive
Value (PPV), and Negative Predictive Value (NPV), were
evaluated for each analysis.
With the objective of finding the optimal threshold for
prediction, the better relationship between SEN and SPE
was used, following the optimal definition (OPT) described by [12]. Additionally a new optimization parameter (OPT’) was developed including PPV and NPV. Both
OPT and OPT’ parameters are formulated according to
the following equation:
OPT 

2.5.

Optimal signals segments

In addition to the segments defined by the authors of
the considered studies (BaseLine and Test), we defined
and analyzed pre and post tilt Guard Bands. Area under
ROC curve was evaluated for all different possible Guard
Bands, BaseLines, and Test segments. A suitable segment
selection was observed to significantly enhance prediction outcome (see example in Figure 1 and Table 1). The
observed behavior was the following:
(a) Pre-tilt Guard Band. In the only allowance of a 1%
downfall from the maximum of area under ROC
curve, a 52 to 59 seconds pre-tilt guard band length
should be included. This finding was coherent with
prior medical hypothesis from the fact that carotid
sinus massage, when applied one minute prior to tilt,
had a maximum of 60 seconds physiological effects
on hemodynamic signals and variables. Attending to
this finding, a sixty seconds prior to tilt signal segment was always excluded from the analyzed segments.
(b) Post-tilt Guard Band. For post tilt guard band, a
90% downfall was needed to find a common scope
for all the analyzed methods. The obtained guard
band ranged from 58 to 62 seconds. The same rationale applied for pre-tilt carotid sinus massage was
issued according to immediately post tilt carotid sinus massage, and the first tilting minute was excluded for any analysis.
(c) Baseline. In the allowance of 5% downfall, the optimal length was found within a 180 seconds segment.

(1  SEN ) 2  (1  SPE ) 2

OPT '  ...  (1  PPV ) 2  (1  NPV ) 2

2.3.

Machine learning technique

Benchmarking method

The area under Receiver Operating Characteristic
curve (ROC) was used as the merit figure for benchmarking (the higher value, the better method performance).
ROC curve represents the resulting pairs, sensibility /
specificity (SEN/SPE) [22, 23], corresponding to the progressive decision threshold evolution of all possible values.
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(d) Test segment length. In the allowance of a maximum
10% downfall from the maximum of the merit figure, the optimal length was found within the 180 seconds segment.

3.2.

The predictive capability of considered methods did not
compare positively with the Complete TTT (including
inductor administration). Those cases in which inductor
drug was not given were removed from the analyzed data,
given that they corresponded to a minority of patients
with positive Passive TTT, thus having an accused propensity to VVS. In this subgroup, we obtained very similar results to studies based on test without inductor administration. The results for Complete TTT outcome early
prediction did not provide areas under the ROC curve
above 0.64 (see Table 2). The use of machinery learning
tools (SVM in our study) improved the predictive capacity in all cases. Age and/or sex as an additional variable
for SVM input space did not improve results.

Area under ROC Curve

Table 1. Segment preset analysis for 1% downfall allowance. All values in seconds.
PostBasePre-Tilt
Tilt
Test
Line
Guard
Length
Guard
Length
Band
Band
Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max
Lippman
52 59 37 49 101 124 126 179
Mallat
0 100 38 53 10 310 52 86
Sumiyoshi
3
9 58 60 10 25 182 184
Movahed
2 100 23 79 115 310 99 310
Bellard
56 100 70 77 75 310 12 17
Pitzalis
76 86 34 41 65 153 116 133
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Figure 1. Segments analysis for prediction method in [5].

3.

Results

3.1.

Segments preset results

Conclusions

In this work we can conclude that a suitable segment
selection is needed in order to improve the prediction
accuracy. The three minutes segments (baseline and test)
provided improved results in our data base.
The predictive capacity of the reproduced methods
compared positively in the Passive TTT (without inductor
agent), with the only exception of the method proposed in
[Pitzalis]. However, this was not the case for the complete
TTT, and results obtained for early prediction of complete
TTT did not provide, in any of the cases, values of area
under the ROC curve above 0.64.
In addition to the information given by previously published methods, the incorporation of SVM classifiers in
the early prediction of complete TTT for individual
methods increased the predictive capacity in the validation set. However, for those methods providing the highest values in validation phase, a significant reduction in
the areas under the ROC curve was obtained when the
model was applied to test sample set.

0.58
20
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60
80
100
Pre-Tilt Transitory Guard Length (sec)

Predictive capability

Table 2. ROC area for Published Method, Optimal
Segment, and SVM multiple training and validation resampling analysis.
SVM for
Author
Author
Optimal
Multiple
(Pasive (Complete
Segment
Trainings
TTT)
TTT)
Madrid
n.a.
0.51
0.58
0.60±0.08
Lippman
n.a.
0.48
0.64
0.58±0.10
Mallat
n.a.
0.64
0.62
0.60±0.13
Sumiyoshi
0.66
0.57
0.62
0.58±0.12
Movahed
0.73
0.59
0.64
0.59±0.11
Bellard
0.70
0.63
0.62
0.57±0.13
Pitzalis
0.57
0.49
0.57
0.59±0.11
Virag
n.a.
0.51/0.59
0.59
n.a.

The evaluation of optimal segments showed that a
three minutes baseline and test segment duration, together
with 1 minute before and after tilt guard band, conferred
the best performance simultaneously, in terms of area
under ROC curve, for all the considered methods. Guard
band were consistent with medical hypothesis of physiological effects of Carotid Sinus Hyper-sensibility simultaneously during TTT in the considered medical protocol.
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The values obtained in this study in terms of area under
the ROC, during both the learning and the test stages,
showed a limited generalization ability of currently proposed methods for early prediction of the TTT outcome,
therefore, new indices should be investigated in this setting, with emphasis on their physiological meaning and
understanding.
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